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HAL KEMP WILL PLAY FOR FINALS
Five Outstanding Juniors Pledged By Blue Key Frat

Famed Band
To Play For
Hop June 1

Clemson's President

POPULAR ORCHESTRA
PLAYS HERE MAY 8
Bob Pope Returns To Offer Rhythm For Annual
Social Event

KEMP RANKS THIRD
IN NATIONAL SURVEY
Popular Maestro Appears
On Gulf Program With
Baker; Also On Mutual Network
President R. B. Murphy of the
Central Dance Association this
morning announced
that Hal
Kemp and his orchestra have
been signed for the Finals Dance
June 1. No orchestra has been
announced for the first three
dances of the series as yet.
Kemp Is Tops
Kemp is one of the leading orchestra leaders of the nation,
Tating third in last weeks balloting in Radio Guide's countrywide poll. At present he is playing a long-term engagement at
the famed Madhattan Room of
(Continued on page two)

OFFICIALS ANNOUNCE
POPE IS SIGNED FOR
ANNUAUUNIOR HOP

Dr. E. W. Sikes, president
of Clemson College, sends
his greetings to the five
thousand high school students ivho will eeceive complimentary copies mf this issue of THE TIGER. A story
by the president addressed
to prospective frosli will be
found elsewhere in this issue.

Engineering Day
Is Huge Success

APPOINTMENTS FOR
Faculty and Student Officials
MARINESJNNOUNGED Wellgantic
Pleased With GiExposition

Military
Department AnAccording to information renounces Chapman And
ceived from W. E.
Copeland,
Scott Winners
Chairman of the student Committee in charge of the EngineerSECOND LIEUTENANTS ing Architectural Day CelebraAccording to an
announce- tion, the Exposition far surpassed all expectations.
ment from the office of the ProApproximately 500 0
visitors
fessor of Military Science and
from four states
visited
the
Tactics, Robert
F. Scott, of
Clemson campus for the purpose
Blacksburg, and Max C. Chapof seeing the exhibits in spite
man, of Pend'leton, have been
of the bad weather which pernamed as principal
candidates
vaded the atmosphere
Due to
for appointment as second lieubad weather the Exposition was
tenants in the United States Marextended over Sunday afternoon.
ine Corps upon their graduation.
McDonald Makes Talk
Arthur M. "Williams and Charles
Frederick
H.
MacDonald,
E. Farmer have been named as
prominent Atlanta engineer and
alternates
Clemson graduate in the class of
A complete list of this year's
1914, made a brief but very inhonor ROTC graduates was also
teresting address at the chapel
issued this morning. The meD
hour March 27. The subject of
■with their military ranks in the
his address was "Is There a Livcorps of cadets are:
ing In Engineering?"
1. Lieut. Col. Robert F. Scott
2. Lieut. Col. Max C. Chapman
3. Lieut. Col. Clement O.
Stevenson
4. Col. Arthur M. Wiliams
5. Lieut. Ool. George D. Way
By President E. W. Sikes
6. Capt. Samuel M. Orr
At this time of the year many
7. Major Charles E. Farmer high-school boys are trying to
8. Captain Charles L. Ruffin decide whether they will go to
college. These decisions are imWISCONSIN PUGILISTS
portant and for some they are
DEFEAT PENN STATE momentous. Each boy with the
aid of his parents and friends
Madison, Wis.—(ACP)— The must settle the problem himself.
University of Wisconsin boxing Each boy is the guardian of his
team, defeated but once in four own citadel. Many a boy with
years, again took possession of foresight surrenders the prospect
the mythical national champion- of a paying job; he weighs toship this week as the result of days against tomorrow; he measa severe 5 1-2 to 2 1-2 drubbing ures 193 5 against 1945; he sahanded to Penn State, Eastern crifices the present good for the
future good.
champs.

In accordance with the popular acclaim of Clemson's dance
public, the members of the Junior class are bringing
to the
campus Bob Pope's Victor Recording Artists for the JuniorSenior hop on May 8. It is the
annual custom of the members
of the Junior class to give the
departing Seniors an evening of
exceptional entertainment and
the Junior-Seniors of the past
have proven to be outstanding
social events of the season.
Pope's Hand Noted
By signing Pope's musicians
(Continued on page eight)

1SRIGULTURAL FRAT
TAPS SJXMEMBERS
Gurley, O'Kelly, Gambril,
Shelley, Murray, And
DuPre Pledged
INITIATION BEGINS
According to M. C. Chapman,
chancellor of the local chapter
of Alpha Zeta, national honorary scholastic fraternity, six outstanding students of the Sdhool
of Agriculture have been pledged
to the organization.
Six Are Pledged
The men pledged to the fraternity include O. L. Gurley,
senior agronomist, G. R. O'Kelly
senior student in
agricultural
education, J. M. Grambrell, junior agronomist, and three sophomore agricultural students, J.
C. Shelley, R. M. Murray and
W. M. DuPre.
Initiation Begins
The informal initiation began
yesterday morning and according
to Chapman will continue lor a
period of approximately two
weeks after which the formal
initiation will take place followed by a banquet.

Dr. Sikes Offers Advice To
Prospective Clemson Frosh
Many parents are also deeply
concerned. They have seen much
of the world and -have watched
the rise and fall of many men
who were boys with them. They
consider why some rose
and
some did not, and they ponder
on the value of educational
training. They want their sons
to join the group that did not
fall, and are willing to sacrifice to help them. They reflect
on the past in which they nave
lived and anticipate the future
in which our sons are to live,
(Continued on page seven)

Folk, Dunlap, Ashmore,
Lewis, Lawton Tapped
Lewis Urges Payment
For Junior- Senior
The below named will serve
as collectors for Junior-Senior fees:
Burgess, L. |H., Koom 133
Patterson, IF. D., Room 363
Sander, H. F., Koom 505
White, C G., Room C-9
It is necessary that every
junior desiring to attend the
dance pay up before the last
of the month if possible. See
the collector nearest you and
pay your $3.50. As previously announced, seniors who
did not pay last year will be
charged $1.25.

SCOTT IS PRESIDENT
OF LOCAL CHAPTER
Informal Initiation For Leadership Frat Now UnderWay; Prominent Men

At a recent meeting of the
Blue Key, honorary leadership
fraternity, five outstanding juniors were pledged to the organization: William Folk, H. S. Ashmore, W. K Lewis, J. F. Dunlap,
and Wi A. Lawton.
Informal
initiation for the pledges began
Wednesday.
Folk is Popular
Bill Folk, Engineering student
from Moncks Corner is a member of Tau Beta Pi, honorary
Engineering organization,
is a
First Sergeant, and is a member
of the junior Taips Staff.
H. S. Ashmore is the Editorin-Chief of THE TIGER, and is
Ex-President of Gamma Alpha
Mu, honor Engilsh fraternity for
Student Conference Of Sou- writers. He is also Secretary of
Kappa Phi, local social organithern District Of AIEE
zation, is a Sergeant, and is maTo Meet Here in April
joring in General Science.
According to an announcement W. K. Lewis, of 'Columbia, newcontinued on page two)
recently made by Professor Sam
R. Rhodes of the local School
of Engineering the
Student
Branch
Conference for
the
Southern District of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held at Clemson
April 16, 17 and 18.
The membership of the South- Prof. Collings
Announces
ern District of A. I. E. E. emChanging Chapter To
'braces seventeen electrical engiKappa Sigma Alpha
neering Colleges in the Southeast.
All of these colleges maintain an
THIRD IN SOUTH
unusually high rating in the engineering world.
It was announced this week by
Sam M. Orr of Anderson is
president of the local chapter of Dr. Gilbert H. Collings of the Agrothe American Institute of Elec- nomy Deparment that Clemson College had secured a student chapter
trical Engineer and F .E. Cook of the American Society of Agronois secretary and treasurer. The my. W. H .Chapman, secretary of
local organization functions un- the local Agronomy Club, sent the
der the directorship of a faculty names of the active members to the
advisor.
tecretary of the National AssociaThe tentative program outlin- tion a few weeks ago following coned for the conclave include regis- siderable correspondence between the
tration followed
by entertain- American Society of Agronomy and
ments offered by the YMCA on Doctor Collings.
the sixteenth; welcome ceremonOnly two other student chapters
ies, technical and business dis- of the American Socitey of Agrocussion sessions, visits to college nomy have been established in the
laboratories, the representation South. These are located at the
of prizes and a banquet on the University of Texas and the Uniseventeenth and a visit to Tallul- versity of Oklahoma.
The name of the Agronomy Club
lah Falls or to the Saluda Hydroelectrical developments in this has now been changed to that of the
Kappa Alpha Sigma student chapter
state.
of the American Society of Agronomy.

Local Engineers to
Sponsor Meeting

STODENT AGRONOMY
OHAPTERjnECURED

COLUMBIA GRADUATES
EXPECT LOW SALARIES

By Their Words

New York (AOP)—Columbia
University seniors placed a lower
The Holy Roman Empire was
estimate on their salaries five neither Holy nor Roman.
years after graduation than any
—Rhyne
other class during the last 15
years.
I'd like to see Ty Cobb take
They expect that in 1941 they my third base.
will have an average salary ot
i—Bradley
$2,835, compared with
$3,600
for last year's class and $5,100
I can't farm so I'm here to
for the class of 1934. Only three teach you boys how to farm.
expect $10,000 in five years.
^--Fulmer
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TWO

STATE DORMITORIES
USED RY HOMELESS
VICTIMSJF FLOODS
New England College Students Offer Dormitories
And Services To Flood
Sufferers
VACATIONS CURTAILED
Boston—(ACP) Hundreds of
New England college students ottered their dormitories and services to flood sufferers last week
when swollen rivers went on a
rampage Chat cost scores of lives
and caused property damage estimated in the millions.
Amherst
and Massachusetts
State dormitories, at Amherst,
were opened to 140 0 refugees,
and Dartmouth students stood
ready to join WPA workers in
the task of sand bagging dams
and river banks.
Flooded Out
Although most New England
colleges were safely out of the
flood area, nearly all suffered
minor
inconveniences.
Midterm vacations were curtailed for
some, communications weer out
generally.
Other Eastern schools had second or third-hand
encounters
with the flood, most severe of
recent years.
The Penn State
boxing team, pointing for
a
match it was later to lose to the
University
of Wisconsin,
was
forced to postpone for three days
its bouts in Madison until they
could find transportation out of
the flood area. Penn State furnished heat and power for citizens' use
Princeton reported
severe distress among students
who were notified, on the eve
of prom, that girls they'd bid
were unable to get through.

The Music Goes
Round
Recordings
The Victor people have been
very kind for the past two weeks
and have sent us a nice collection of gifts as ever we requested from Santa Claus. We lost
a lap on last week's April Fool
Edition and we have six offerings on tap.
The first, or first in our feeble
estimation, is Paul Whiteman's
recording of the famed Viennese
suicide waltz, "Gloomy Sunday"
done in adagio time. This is the
Job that was banned in Austria
because the populace acquired a
liabit of committing suicide immediately after listening to its
haunting strains. The first part
and the vocal, which is beautifully done, almost had us reaching for the cyanide, but Whiteman breaks down and beats it
up in dance time on the second
chorus. The orchestration is effective indeed and we rate this
number one for the month. It
is coupled with "A Waltz Was
Born in Vienna," a smooth and
danceable waltz done in Whiteman's best manner.
Rudy Vallee contributes half
a disc this week, doing a tune
from the picture, "The Great
Ziegfleld," "A Pretty Girl Is Like
a 'Melody." It is typical Vallee
and has a nice swing. The other
side is by Whiteman and is from
the same picture, a tune called
"Look POT the Silver Lining."
Very effective music with a pretty bad vocal which you can easily ignore.
The hottest thing we have run
across to date, and the hottest
we ever expect to, is a little ball
of fire done by a gentleman named Gene Krupa and what he
laughingly refers to as his swing
band. It would seem that Mi.
Krupa went out and gathered up
all the torrid musicians he could
think of, including Mr. Benny
Goodman, and turned them loose
on wax. The results are apparent in "I Hope Gabriel Likes
My Music" and "Swing is Here."
You had better limber up your
patting foot before you listen.
England's last payment on the
War Debt, Ray Noble, has recorded for Victor his swell new
song "The Touch of Your Lips"
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Inderfurth Represents Clemson At
State Oratorical Meeting In Aiken
SPORTS SUMMARY
The Tiger athletic teams
suffered severely at the hands
of their opponents the past
week, but they expect to pull
up their standings next week
with full schedules ahead.
The swimming season came
to an end with the Florida
meet next week.
Standings
Team
Won Lost
Swimming
2
S
Track
0
3
Baseball
0
3
Golf
0
O
This Week
Friday: Erskine at Due West
(Baseball)
Saturday: Presbyterian here
(track) Erskine here (Baseball)
Thursday: University of Cincinnati here (Baseball). Woftford at Spartanburg (Golf).
and you coludn't ask for anything more. The other side is
"Yours Truly Is Truly Yours"
and it's just as good, both of
these are perfect dance tunes
and with Noble at the baton they
make mighty fine listening.
The Lombardo boys have
oiled up their instruments and
vocal chords in order to give
you, via Victor, "No Greater
Love" and "Lost".
As usual
Guy has smoothed out all the
wrinkles and these two productions are better dancing lessons
than ever our Misses Lee and
Royce offered.
In case you like Helen Morgan
and you probably do, dash right
out and get her recordings of
two tunes from "Show Boat",
"I Can't Help Loving That Man"
and "Bill". Both of them are
done up brown; you can almost
hear Helen's heels thumping against the side of the piano
Winder-Upper.
Phil Baker of Bottle and Beetle fame has a perfect right to
scintillate now since his musicmaker Hal Kemp was selected
from the mob as the "most distinctive looking band
leader."
This put Kemp in Max Kalish's
exhibit in the Grand Central Art
Galleries, Fifth Avenue, New
York, in the form of a bronze
statue.
Last Sunday afternoon's star
program was by far that sponsored by Dodge with a half-hour
program over CBS,
featuring
Gertrude Niesen's superb lowvoiced wailing, Freddie Rich and
his band, Paul
Whiteman's
King's Guard vocalists, and Bert
Lahr. Ted Husing was the head
man and flashed his usual excellence over the air waves. . . . We
would like to hear more of that
in the future.
Jack Benny has two top spots
practically sewed up on the radio
poll. He's rated tops among the
individual staTs and also in the
comedy program line . . . Well,
he has the ether's high lights in
his supporting cast at the present time.
Our friend Goodman is on a
staT program with Eddie Dowling's Revue at 10 on Tuesday.
Ray Dooley is with them as la
enticing Helen Ward . . . The
NBC boys should branch out
more with this crew, they're O.
K.

McCutcheon
Places First,
Duncan Second At Event
Sponsored by Lion's Club

Georgia Tech Defeats Clemson Cindermen On Local
Track In Initial Meet

9 COLLEGES COMPETE
Representing Clemson College at
the annual state Intercollegiate
Oratorical Contest held in Aiken,
S. C, last Friday night under
the auspices of the Lion's Club
of that city was Karl H. Inderfurth of Mystic, Connecticut.
John McCutchen of Erskine
College was declared the winner
in the annual contest with Sidney Duncan from the University
of South Carolina as second
place winner. Inderfurth selected as the topic for his speech
"The
Challenge
To
College
Youth," depicting the difficulties
faced by college graduates and
how they may be overcome.
Elaborate Entertainments
The representatives from the
eight college members of the association were elaborately and
uniquely entertained by the citizens of the city during their stay
there. Luncheons were given by
the Lion's Club, the Business
Men's Club, and the
Aiken
Chamber of Commerce. Immediately following the contest held
in the main auditorium of the
Aiken Institute the delegates
were entertained at a dance given in their honor at the Titanian
Hall in Aiken.
Competive Elimination
Inderfurth was selected to represent Clemson at the Contest
by competitive elimination. The
judges are all members of the local faculty, including Professors
J. D. Lane, J. P. Lucas and F. M.
Kinard. This is the second year
that Inderfurth has represented
Clemson at the annual contest.
He was last year declared the winner of the Trustee's Gold Medal
presented annually to the student delivering the best oration
during the yearly commencement
exercises.

Fletcher Henderson bends
his back over the hottest
piano in all Swingdom, as
he prepares to ride his way
into the hearts of the local
dancers at Taps Ball here
April 24-25. The dimunitive
"King of Swing" was mentioned last month in Esquire
as the leader of one of the
best rhythm outfits in the
business. iHis theme song,
"Christopher Columbus" is
rapidly becoming a hit
.

Hue Key Inducts
Five Honor Cadets
(Continued from page one) »

ly elected president of Phi Psi,
honor Textile fraternity, is President of the Junior Class, is
Managing Editor of THE TIGER
and is a First Sergeant.
John Dunlap, majoring in
Chemistry, holds the rank of
Regimental Sergeant Major. He
is also a member of Athanor,
honorary Chemistry fraternity.
W. A. Lawton
W. A. Lawton, General Science
Student from Thacker, W. Va.,
holds the rank of Battalion Sergeant Major, and is a member
Former President A. Lawrence of Sigma Tau Epsilon, General
fraternity.
Lowell of Harvard was asked to Science scholarship
pay $32,962 in back income tax- He is also a member of the vares last week.
sity football team.

r

In the first track meet of the
season for both teams, Georgia
Tech defeated Clemson at Clemson last Saturday by a score of
72 to 59.
Perrin Walker, the Tornado's
one man track team, was high
scorer with a total of 21 points,
He iplaced first in the 100 and
220 dashes and the shot put,
and second in the discus and
broad jump.
Carter was high
scorer for the Tigers with a total of 16 points, placing first in
the high jump and pole vault
and second in each of the hurdle events.
Failure on the part of the Tigers to capture second and third
places cost them the meet, as
they garnered eight firsts. "Ripper" Folger, Bengal
captain,
broke two state records in winning both the hurdle events.

Hal Kemp Signed
For Final Series
(Continued from page one)
the Hotel Pennsylvania in New
York City He broadcasts from the
night club several times weekly
over the Mutual network.
He
also appears on a commercial
program every Sunday night at
7:30 with Phil Baker.
Hal Kemip is probably the most
outstanding band ' ever booked
for a dance at Clemson. Since
his graduation from the University of North Carolina, he has
taken his original college
orchestra to the greatest heights.
Featuring a number of vocalists,
including lovely Maxine Grey, he
is Broadway's number one entertainer.
Although they are still indefinite, plans are being made to
care for unprecedented number
of visitors for finals.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers

Ol JUDGf ROBBING
WHAT "MEERSCHAUM " REALLY MEANS
JUDGE, WHILE I'M WAITING FOE
YOUR BEAUTIFUL BUT DlLATOEV
DAUGHTER, WOULD YOU TELL ME
JUST WHAT THAT MEERSCHAUM
PIPE IS MADE OF? IT HAS A
KEEN)

WELL, DO WE GO
DANCING, OR DO
I STAV HOME
-, AMD KNIT ?

—7'

JUST A MINUTE, CHUBBINS,
I'M BEGINNING A LIFE LONG
FRIENDSHIP WITH A
GENTLEMAN NAMED
PRINCE. ALBERT.
A LITTLE REVEREWCE
~£Z\ IS IN ORDER/r-

A well-known tobacco house Is
to sponsor the blue grass race
of the Kentucky Derby ("darby"
to you) which comes off in the
late afternoon of May 2. This
feature is to be an exclusive CBS
broadcast, and no doubt Commodore Husing will be directing the
45-minute gallop-fest.
Gruen watches presents In
place of Drew Pearson's "Washington Merry-Go Round" on
Tuesdays at 7:45 over the Mutual hookup, "Time Turns Back."
This new high light has to do
with old
events,
outstanding
stories of days gone by, which
will be dramatized by Mutual
artists.
—Tuner-Inner

ENGAL TRAGKSTERS
LOSE IN FIRST MEET

King Of Swing

ft* -

MEET THE PRINCE OF PIPE TOBACCOS
-PRINCE ALBERT!
Introduce yourself to Prince Albert
at our risk. Prove to yourself that
there's no other tobacco like P. A.
As a tobacco fancier, notice how
P.A.'s "crimp cut" makes for
a longer, cooler smoke. Enjoy
steady pipe-smoking that doesn't bite the tongue.
See how evenly Prince Albert cakes in your pipe.
How mellow and fragrant and comforting it is I
Below is our man-to-man offer.

we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

PRINGE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

4

I

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

; i
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Courses Offered Here Outlined By Six Clemson Schools
AG SCHOOL OFFERS
VALUABLE TRJUNINS
TO MANY STUDENTS

Engineering-Architectural School
SCHOOL OF CENERAL
Has Large Demand For Graduates

Chemistry Dean

Civil, Electrical, Mechanical,
Chemical Engineering
And Architectural
Courses Offered

McGinty Is Dean Of Oldest
School At Clemson; State's
Only Ag College
The fondest dream of Thomas
G. Clemson was realized in the
establishment of Clemson College, the only A & M College in
•the state and the center of South
Carolina's scientific agriculture.
The School of Agriculture, one of
the many industrial departments
at Clemson College, is the only
place in South Carolina that
young men can get agricultural
training of a collegiate grade.
The courses offered by the School
of Agriculture at Clemson are
so designed to give a broad basic training in all the sciences
upon which successful agriculture depends.
McGinty Is Dean
When Clemson College opened
its doors in 189 3 one hundred
and fifty students registered in
agricultural courses. Since that
time hundreds of agricultural
graduates have gone out from
this institution and have made
their way into positions of leadership in their various fields. The
School of Agriculture at Clemson today is headed by Dean Rupert A. McGinty, a native of Alabama and a graduate of Auburn
University. Following his graduation he taught horticulture at
Colorado
Agricultural
College
and at Cornell. In 1928 he accepted a position as head of the
Department of Horticulture at
Clemson College but went to Oklahoma A & M College in 1932
as professor of horticulture and
head of the department there.
His liking for South Carolina,
however, was too strong for Ok-

V

QQ.F. H. H. CAL-tlousl

CHEMISTRY SCHOOL
OFFERS ATTRACTIVE
SCIENTIFICJOURSES

Clemson is widely known
throughout the United States because of the status of the engineers who have graduated in previous years. The Clemson School
of Engineering is headed by
Dean S. B. Earle and is doing
fine work in the fields of electricity, mechanics, and architecture.
Several very prominent engineers in this section are graduates of the Clemson Engineering
School. In Columbia J. S. Williamson, chief engineer of the
state highway department, is a
Clemson graduate. Joseph Barnwell, formerly in charge of the
bridge design of the highway department, is another
Clemson
product.
Mr. L. J. Burris, a
Clemson graduate who recentl>
resigned as mechanical engineer
of the S. C. highway department,
was succeeded by Mr. T. H. Hewitt, a Clemson mechanical engineering graduate.
The courses of study offered
by the Clemson Engineering
School include Civil, Electrical,
Mechanical and Chemical Engi-

School Of Chemistry And
Geology Is One Of Oldest
Departments In College
Every Clemson student is given a fundamental background in
general chemistry due to the erforts of the Chemistry Department which is headed by Dr. F.
H- H. Calhoun. Dr. Calhoun
also heads the Geology division
which falls in practically the
same category.
Through the addition of new
courses and revision of old ones
the School of Chemistry has been
able to keep pace with the rapidly changing demands of industry
and research. A constantly developing profession in which established theories incessantly retire in favor of the new, adequate instruction in the field of

demands an alert
^cultv^
culty with a mania for work faj A staff of thirteen men comDR. S. B. EARLE
prise the faculty of the Clemson
School^ of Chemistry and these neering and Architecture. Plans
n ime and anothe for the future include a complete
PTSS
Pass their knowledge and ex- course in Architectural Engineerperience on to men who will be ing that will add materially to
the chemists of the future.
the completeness of this departOnly iast summer
was the
ment of Clemson College.
Chemistry
.
Je
build ng> one
Housed in one of Clemson's
DR. H. W. BARRE
newest buildings and one of the
tIle C mPUS remod
to su t°aV
f
'
^
most complete of its kind to be
17 aS POSSibIe
laboma to hold him long, so in press L n T f the c "" found in Southern colleges, the
year
%ZT*
°
"«ent
b
1934 he returned to Clemson as th^' J
^ding was rewired Engineering School is built aActing Dean of the School of and fminati^ all fi
round a large and competent fare hazards
Agriculture succeeding Dean H.
W Piping s ste
culty and possesses the most
suLf
r
m
now
jets
eac
W. Barre, now on leave from
modern
of equipment.
Every
his duties at Clemson and ems
engineering professor and inployed by the U. S. D. A. as
structor has proved himself in
principal Pathologist for the Di- enrol^f ££*%? ™>« the field practical engineering
vision of Cotton and Industry.
St^ the Cr-^edacon^ftionnes and advanced theoretical studj.
Hundred Courses
A force of twenty-two specializThe growth of the Agricultural ae7ts of™ enwred by the st» ed faculty members direct tht
s
c
istry Clems0n co
School has been paralleled by the unue
0 ?,r
tinuess°;to
turn out' a number »"
of destiny of the department.
expansion of the Experiment Sta- well trained men in this fiJrf
Both the theoretical and praction and the Extension Service,
tical phases of engineering study
both of which are operated in
Un tUs week
conjunction with Clemson Col- eates
cat^s ^L°?i,
id- are offered every student of the
that the° Chemistry denart
department. There are in addilege and serve every farmer and
ates a gradua
tion to the regular subjects leadsection in the state. The School ciass of 15 men in June
ing to a B. S. degree, several
of Agriculture at Clemson points
The entire chemical industrv
to a modest beginning and rapid gamely withstanding the "ha^ special courses designed to prepare students for the more highrise. The twelve strictly agrimes" along with other pro?es ly specialized fields of engineercultural courses offered in 1893
a
Classes in aeronautics, rarf ^nesses, bas Town ing.
have grown into a hundred that 3
rapid recovery strides in recent dio engineering, city planning
cover completely every importa gr many C1
ant phase of agricultural science onennstry graduates have secur and bacteriology are offered as
electives.
and practice. At present there
"•> good positions. Of IheTim
Dean S. B. Earle, head of the
are more than three hundred class, fourteen of mJ™ \935_
department, states the aim of the
students registered in the agriates were placed shortly after Clemson School of Engineering
cultural school. This curriculum
commencement. The many gov as follows: "It has been our plan
makes it possible for students to
to train men for all phases of
specialize and earn degrees in
engineering and encourage them
any one of the several fields ina n U
U
cluding agricultural
economics, SS m en and ^eTtu7e 2 to become intensely interested
agronomy,
animal
husbandry, ah righaLrgrhdeUateS ^ ^ 5 in developing a varied industry
b
in South Carolina. There is as
dairying, horticulture, entomoloS
aking 0f a
graduate's pos- much reason to have a diversigy. agricultural engineering and <,ih rf
Dr rylh°f SGCUri^ employment, fied industry as there is diversiforestry.
Un
id:
Through a thorough training jobs
fobs S°
"We ca* And fied farming and we believe that
for goodf chemists
a diversified industry will do as
the first two years in the natural
bad times, but It is hard to find much to help the farmers of
director.
and physical sciences and then jobs for bad chemists even m South Carolina as any other
good times. The faculty of the thing we could do. It will help
devoting the final two years to Clem
Son school of Chemistry and greatly
in furnishing a local
more advanced and specialized
e
0
0
•training in the application of the au an tS,deSires 9uali* «J ™ market for the products of the
South Carolina farmers."
(Continued on page five)
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SCIENCE HAS MANY
STUOENTSENROLLED

/

}

Well-Equipped Department
Offers Large Number Of
Cultural Courses

*

U. H, MLuC

"

VARIED GODRSES ARE
SIVEN RY CLEM'S
CHOOL OF TEXTILES
Local Textile School Is Third
Oldest In United States;
Is Well Equipped
Clemson College's Textile
School is the third oldest in
America and was the first to be
inaugurated in a land grant
college. Since Clemson is located almost in the center of the
southern textile region it renders quite a service to the section. This department is one of
the most complete of its kind in
the country.
Mr. H. H. Willis, a Clemson
graduate of 1917 with many
years of practical experience decidedly to his advantage, is dean
of the Clemson School of Textiles.
This highly specialized department of Clemson is recognized
as one of the leading institutions
of its type in the land. Its fame
has attracted students from all
sections of the country with the
result that the Clemson School
of Texiles now has the largest
full-time day enrollment of any
similar institution in the country.
An excellent teaching
staff,
the most modern of equipment
and actual working conditions
afforded by the laboratories enables Clemson to turn out a high
grade of textile graduate. Practically 75 percent of all Clemson
textile graduates since the foundation of the Textile School in
1898 are engaged in textile or
industries allied with textiles.
During the past eight years all
of Clemson's textile graduates
who wished work in the textile
industry have been placed.
Practically one hundred percent of the graduates in the industry are making good. Many
Clemson graduates hold responsible postitions in the textile industry and as a result of these
excellent records the demand for
Clemson textile graduates
has
practically doubled the number
of men graduating from the textile school.
Courses are available that will
prepare a graduate for any phase
of the textile industry. Degrees
are given in textile engineering,
textile chemistry and dyeing and
waving and dsigning. Additional
work enables the student to
adequately prepare
themselves
for careers as designers, salesmen, research laboratory technicians, technical journalists and
cost and management experts.
Dean Willis has indicated that
more than 25 calls for men who
will graduate this year have already been recived by the department and that the possibility
of placing every graduate by
Commencement is strong.

The majority of the citizens
of South Carolina know Clemson
as primarily an Agricultural and
Engineering School, however the
School of General Science offers
practically any course along cultural lines that a high school
graduate might like to take.
Under the direction of Dr. D.
W. Daniel, dean of the Clemson
School of General Science, the
courses offered by the General
Science faculty enables Clemson
students' cultural knowledge to
keep step with the technical.
The School of General Science
was originally the "Academic
Department," having as its chief
purpose instruction in English,
history, mathematics and physics.
The President of Clemson was
the director of this department
until 1914.
Dr D. W. Daniel,
present dean of the
General
Science School, was elected director of this department in 1918
and the name was changed to
that of "Arts and Science."
The School of General Science
awards Bachelor of Science degrees to students who complete
a regular four-year course with
that department,
and
special
work is arranged for men desiring basic instruction leading to
the study of law, medicine and
other professional work.
While Clemson's technical students are hustling around the

&Q. 3>. W. CD A NtCU
laboratories, the General Science
students busy themselves with
the masterpieces of Shakespeare,
Chaucer, Dante, Milton, Wilde,
Lindsay and various others of
the literary
greats.
Elective
courses are offered in contemporary literature, selected masterpieces, dramatic literature, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Business Law,
Journalism and Business English.
An unusually well
equipped
Physics department offers courses
in general and advanced physics,
astronomy, heat and sound and
light. A great proportion of the
physics equipment was made by
the instructors of the department at a cost of nearly three
thousand dollars but is estimatedly valued at more than six
thousand.
This
home-built
equipment is equal in appearance, adaptability and durability
to that manufactured by the
trade.
Special course in elementary
sociology, psychology, psychology
for teachers, criminology and a
study of the "Family" are being
given by Dr. H. C. Brearley, professor of economics and sociology
There are in addition to these
subjects classes
conducted
in
contemporary economic problems,
state and local government, political science, business administration, American
government,
American economic history and
the history of civilization.
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HIGHER EDUCATION
This issue of The Tiger will be sent
to over four thousand high school students in South Carolina. The edition is SCANDAL SHEET
not intended as an advertisement or as
You were all probably a trifle
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C. part of a high pressure sales campaign;
disappointed in our little burnt
Founded by the class of 1907 and published weekly, during the it is offered to prospective college students offering last week, but, as we
college session, by the corps of cadets of Clemson A&M College
remarked, April
because we feel that every person in South have repeatedly
1
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
Carolina should know of the opportunities Fool shuck up and caught us
enough time to produce
for higher education offered by the state awithout
pamphlet. W|e think we did re- __that in case the Seneca River
EXECUTIVE
government.
_ Editor-tn-Chief
markably well to get out any- does keep rising he suggests the
H. S. ASHMORE .
immediate installation of a ferry
— Associate Editor
BEN T. LANHAM
Clemson
is
supported
mainly
by
funds
thing
at all.
Managing Editor
WALTER K. LEWIS, JR.
allotted it by the State of South Carolina.
Of all the complaints that service for use during Taps.
Associate Managing Editor
HENRY T. MALONE
OSCAR SAYS
______ Business Manager
R. SIMS CAMPBELL _
The tuition paid by the student covers less came in, despite our earnest
. Circulation Manager
B. D. CAIN, JR.
that.
Walter
Cox was minus
than half of the expense of his education. pleading, none was so touching the use of his vocal chords at
REPORT-RIAL
as that of Mr. Bertram, W. H.
By the wise use of its income Clemson has E-143 3CE, 223-20-106 Ave., the Bachelor's Dance in AnderJ. C. Wilkinson, News Editor
W. R. Cheves, Sports Editor
always
managed to keep its cost low e- Queens Village, New York, N. Y., son, proving that it pays to pay
B. S. Jordan, Feature Editor
nough to afford an opportunity for college Sgt. Mr. Bertram thinks the a little more.
B. N. Skardon, Exchange Editor
Staff Reporters: O. F. Morgan, R. W. Rlyenbark,
OSCAR SAYS
education to any citizen of the state who TIGER has 'been slipping ever
W A. Rouse, J. W. Adams, P. H. Adams, E. Baker
that "Big Job'' Gates seemed
J. H. Llghtsey R. R. Norris, J. C. Roth, J. K. Smith,
earnestly desires it, yet the high standards since his freshman year. "You've
T. B. Young, S. E. Campbell.
to be the center of attraction at
of the institution have never been allowed been pulling your punch," he Greenville's Bowery Ball during
said. "You're afraid, that's what
CARTOONIST
to slip. Total expenses here are amazing- you are." We were a little dis- the holidays with Pussle Bennett
V. M. Shell
ly low, but Clemson ranks high with all tressed when he told us that he running a close second.
BUSINESS
OSCAR SAYS
the
standard college accrediting agencies. couldn't find anything at all in
Business
C 0 Browning, T. J. Wilkes, Associate Bi
Managers. W. H. Frazier, J. W. Owens
This college is not dependent upon a the April Fool edition; we were --that he nominates Limbo CureFreshman Assistants
large enrollment for its existence, but it sure that we remembered putting ton for the title of Clemson's
CIRCULATION
oinuu—«l
ivn
does feel that it should offer its services to something in it somewhere. Mr. official Hog-jaw.
OSCAR SAYS
got worked up into
N. M. Jackson, Associate Circulation Manager.
the tax-payers who support it. In recent Bertram
J C 'Clyburn, M. M. Motes. T. H. Cox, Jr.. H. L.
__that he has heard it called
quite
a
lather
before
he
was
LawhonTG."""-.
yi-whon
G. C. Paulsen, Assistant Circulation^
Circulation Manyears the increase in enrollment has caus- through telling us what was many things but Johnny Sanders
agers. Martin
McGee, L T Garick.
agers,
jiiaitui Crook,
u.«""i H.
—• N.
Cain,
Freshman AsL. M. Yelton, F. L. Rawl W. T
ed a serious overcrowding of all facilities. wrong with the paper and we damn yankee gal takes the cake
sistants.
This year two new buildings are being felt forced to interrupt him when by addressing all her letters to
Academy.
erected to care for the overflow. Dr. he began telling us of all the Clemson Military
OSCAR SAYS
people
he
knew
who
don't
read
Sikes recently said, "We had more stu- it. We asked him, pertinently, __that Sgt. Cecil White, of all
THE FRESHMAN PLAN
dents this year than we could care for.
NOT ONLY HAS ALPHA ZETA, We now have two new buildings. If a we thought, what sort of stuff people, and Bub Hastings endeahe thought we ought to run in vored to prolong the holidays by
national agricultural fraternity, taken up- man wants to attend Clemson College I April Fool editions. He was pre- pitching one at 11 P. M. Sunday.
on its shoulders the task of bettering ex- will never be the one to tell him he can't. pared for us. He came back like
OSCAR SAYS
amination conditions, but the Freshman If we get another large enrollment we will a shot, "You ought to put stuff —that Slick Thomas and Shine
Class has for the past month been serious- have to get more buildings .. . and we in there that'll make people mad. Miley were in great demand in
Stuff like Misery Holmes letting Greenwood during the holidays,
ly considering ways and means of elimi- will."
the boys smoke in his class. But especially among the city offinating the cheating hazard.
Clemson is built upon the principle of I guess you're afraid to." Awed cials.
Up until the present time campus or- public service. Not only through the edu- we told him we guessed we were.
OSCAR SAYS
ganizations which have taken interest in cation of her sons does it serve South
TALK OF THE TOWN
—that the best story to come out
this question usually made it more or less Carolina! the work of the Experiment INTERLUDE
of the mud of the holidays conWhat with Old Mother Nature cerns Stinky Davis and Hodey
a short-lived thing by endeavoring to per- Stations and the Extension Service affect
vesting her spleen all over the Schroder renting a couple of
suade the students to stop cribbing on the the lives of every citizen of the state.
place and our loved ones being horses at a buck and a half an
spur of the moment. The newboys, howTo the young man trying to choose a struck down with influenza on hour and then taking a powder
ever, have devised a feasible program, college, Clemson offers only the informa- every side, we didn't get around several hours later. The horses
with the aid of one of their professors, tion contained in these pages. There is no as much during the holidays as found their way home but the
which has thus far met with practically attempt at persuasion. The first impor- we wanted to. We do think you ouck and half didn't.
OSCAR SAYS
unanimous approval on the part of the tant decision a man makes of his own ac- ought to know about a few of
things that happened to us. --that the fact that Sam Dean
plebe class. The class officers solicited cord is whether or not he will go to col- the
It all started when we saw an
Governor Johnson's right hand
aid from several of their most prominent lege, and, if so, where. The decision af- elderly and distinguished lady, isman
didn't keep the Highway
classmates and this group visited the first fects the whole course of his life, and it complete with white hair and Patrolmen from taking him to
year men and discussed the situation with should be made without the interference pince-nez, seated in a drug store their bosom the other day.
devouring the latest edition of
OSCAR SAYS
them.
of prejudiceed interests.
Paris Nights. The next day we --that he really doesn't think
The plan proposes holding more freWe sincerely hope that the material heard a radio announcer crack
quent daily quizzes in order to cut down contained in this issue of The Tiger will under the strain of having to Hon. Col. Thompson is worried
Red Burton's new affiliaon the value of final exams, also to give be of some service to the high school stu- sit in the studio all afternoon about
tion with a Shenandoah College
saying at fifteen minute intervals (wherever that is) co-ed.
the student a better chance and to encour- dents to whom it will be sent.
"This is WFBC in the city of
OSCAR SAYS
age him to prepare his lessons daily. The
Greenville. We now rejoin the --that this week's society iteni
freshmen would begin this drive of theirs
network of the NBC."
Along concerns Majors Dumas and Hut• and would continue it until their graduaabout
five-thirty the
steady son who had a very enjoyable
tion, with the belief that over a period of
drumming of the rain on the time at the Azelea Festival in
By B. N. Skardon
►
time there would come a general change
sound-proofed windows evidently Charleston
recently but who
for the better. They are planning as their
April Fool editions come and go and the college became too much for the lad we l»ven't found out yet what au
first step to get members of the upper students have Mieir innocent little fun. Not all the were listening to, for the next azalea looks like.
he came due we were sure
OSCAR SAYS
classes to aid them and are to begin on burlesque sheets have come to the desk as yet, but time
a few have. The filthiest offering was, as usual, we heard the grating noise of —that he feels that he should
the individual students next fall by pre- quite
the Gamecock. The most consistent makeup was the shattering nerves as he shouted
senting the incoming freshmen with print- Hornet which took off a Hearst sheet. The maddest into the microphone, "This is offer this warning to the five
high school
students
ed cards advising against the usual bar- of the lot was the Lenoir-Rliynean which must have still W1FBC and this is little thousand
who will read this unexpurgated
racks "ballyhoo" on subjects relative to been a printer's delight. The most elver ads were run Willie Bivens speaking. You re- edition: If you come to Clemby the Millsaps College Lily White which gave the member, Mrs: Bivens oldest boy,
"crip courses" and "skinning".
politicians the devil, as is their usual practice. All in the one that's working. We now son, and he hopes you do come
Along with the plan the frosh suggest all the college editors did a prettv fine job of insulting rejoin NBC." After that it was never forget for an instant that
Oscar is the guardian of public
that it would be an excellent move if the their respective publics.
no effort at all for us to believe morals and that he will get you
COLLEGIATE PRESS
Disciplinary Council, which is now comThe following was extracted from a Syracuse our eyes when we saw a loudly- if you don't watch out.
resplendent
in
posed entirely of seniors, would hereafter student's
-OSCAR SAYS
diary: Took Mary to a formal. . . Took playing band,
be made up of members of all classes; the a taxi down—danced—ate—taxied back. Chauf. brass and gold braid, marching --that it seems that Red of Anmajority, of course, would come from the four thought he was on the Indianapolis speed- down a rain-soaked street with- derson College was very intent
anything following it except on making that mountain trip
senior class with the number of represen- way. Arrived safely. . . Mary got out erf the car. aout dismally
clanging street-car alter the Engineer's Dance and
• . said thank you and smiled. Night cost $4.15
tatives from each class decreasing in or- —too much for a smile.
which couldn't get by. We rush- one of our popular grads was too
der.
ed madly around for an hour ' pleased while one of our underCOLLEGIATE PRESS
College officials who have been apThe Limestone Choir recently received con- trying to find the parade they loads was too displeased.
proached have all voiced very favorable siderable notice from Mr. John F. Williamson, had evidently lost, but we never
(continued on page five)
director of the renowned Westminster Chorus. did. It was just one of those
comments on the new drive. Dr. E. W. 'Mr.
Williamson was very liberal in his praise and things, we guess.
administration is practically alSikes is heartily in accord and promises we quote him as saying: "I have heard the Vassar
TALK OF THE TOWN
ways right. There are plenty of
to aid in every way that he may be of College Choir, the Bryn ,Mawr Glee Club, and FREE PRESS
things wrong with this man's inservice. The college press is behind the most of the leading women's choirs of larger EastIn a late release of the Asso- stitution, we fully agree,
but
ern
Universities,
but
I
have
heard
none
that
surviews of the freshmen in every respect. passed the Limestone College Choir. . . I was ciated College Press' weekly they are all things that will graWashington
column,
their
corresMore power to them.
dually correct themselves. And
absolutely amazed by the quality of the singing.
Arnold Sewer, laid into all the editorials in the world
—W. K. L I am frank to say this organization, with proper pondent,
George Washington University's

r

Collegiate Press

backing, would create a sensation in New York
paper for not being more conCity or any other musical center."
structive. The paper is under no
The college newspapers war on. A
COLLEGIATE PRESS
"Northern girls may look as good in sport faculty censorship and Mr. Sewer
pointless battle between the Citadel and
clothes
as our southern girls, but they can't com- Deemed to think that they weren't
Winthrop recently ended in a draw when
pare to our girls when it comes to wearing even- taking proper advantage of It,
both sides ran out of insults. Furman and ing dresses," declared the Dean of Women at the that they could be a real voice
^Carolina squared off last week over the University of South Carolina.
of the students if they chose. We
too, are constantly being accused
'Graham Plan. It looks like we'll be forced
-COLLEGIATE PRESSof
not using our freedom of the
to take up the gauntlet belatedly thrown
We take from the Carolinian these two quips
press to its best advantage. The
down by the Erskine paper some weeks which strike us as being witty.
professor who comes into a class ten min- fact is that we would dearly love
ago if we intend to keep up with the Spring utes "A
late is rare. In fact, he's in a class by him- to do a little crusading if we
editorial fashions.
self."
could just get worked up into
However,
'iMan is but a worm. He comes, squirms about the proper fervor.
An epidemic of black eyes has swept a bit, then some hen gets him-"
every time we lend an ear to
COLLEGIATE PRESS
the campus lately, resulting, perhaps, from
some irked student's complaints
ls wonderful!
A
and start out to check up on it,
too many fancies" lightly turning inTplace I she
^ Ji^T
mUUon
years
ago
know we were
m
we find that there's really nothwhpre
wnmpn are
nrp so
tn rare.
™™
' yet dMn
S to wear spectacles,
wnere women
^,
look *at the
sh £°, ^
ing to get excited about. The

r

won't hurry the change. This la
still the student's paper, though
fYou people pay for it and it is
supposed to express your opinions. The majority of you think
that it is nothing more than our
personal vehicle of expression
and there's a lot of truth in the
idea.
However, we can do no
more than express what we think
the students think, or
would
think if they thought at all. You
won t contribute and none of you
ever come around except to register a complaint about what has
already been run. So we guess
we'll continue being the administration's fair-haired boy and
yoUnal, win continue to U in

• *1
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AG SCHOOL OFFERS More Than Twenty Courses Offered In
VALUABLE TRAINING Curriculum Of Six Schools Of Clemson
•(Continued from page three)
natural sciences to agricultural
practices
and principals,
the
School of Agriculture is recognized throughout the country for
the capabilities of its graduates.
The old conception that only rural
boys take the agricultural courses in the college is being definitely exploded by the Clemson
department.
Today many students come from the cities, intent upon training themselves as
teachers,
experiment
station
workers, county
agents,
club
leaders, extension
specialists,
agricultural agents for transportation companies, banks and Insurance companies, farm machinery manufacturers,
commission
.firms,
promotion
agents
for
spray materials and innumerable other branches of agricultural work.
The personnel of the agricultural faculty is composed of
thirty-one
thoroughly
trained
and highly specialized men in
their respective
fields
whose
theoretical, technical and practical knoweldge of their subjects
■offer unusual advantages to agricultural students Acting Dean
R. A. McGinty sets forth the possibilities of the agricutlural field
In a recent statement: "Altbrough tremendous agricultural
progress has been made in the
past few decades, the field of
scientific agriculture is still a
comparatively new one, and due
to the constant research and roTislon of established methods of
agriculture, the profession is still
growing. The agricultural profession is indeed a promising one
for the earnest student."

VARIED SUBJECTS

Oscar Says CLEMSON GRADUATE
Sf ERVISES PROJECT

(Continued from page four)
OSCAR SAYS

Registrar Announces Major
Courses Of Study In Each
of The Schools at
Clemson

FIVE

POPULAR ECONOMIST
that in case you haven't heard
VISITS LOCAL SCHOOL yet Hog Brown and Primo Fos- G. H. Aull Heads Huge FedDr. S. H. Hobbs, head of the
department of rural economics
of the University of North Carolina, and who is on leave doing
research work with the W. P. A.
in Washington, spent two days at
Clemson last week conferring
with B. O. Williams, supervisor
of rural research, and W. S.
Crawford, assistant
supervisor,
in connection with research being carried out under that agency.
The South Carolina Experiment Station is cooperating with
the Washington office in conducting a research project which
has for its purpose a study of
the composition and characteristics of the relief population in
eight selected counties in South
Carolina.

More than twenty courses of
study are offered at Clemson College. These curricula are organized under the various Schools of
the College. With the exception
of certain courses, the entering
student is required to select only
the broad field which includes
the major course he desires to
pursue. Freshmen are enrolled
in Agriculture, Agricultural Engineering, Pre-Forestry, Chemistry, Engineering,
Architecture,
General Science, Textiles, Vocational Agricultural Education,
Education (Teaching of Science),
and Industrial Education.
A
choice between majors, such as
Harvard has a collection of
between Animal Husbandry and
Agronomy, Electrical Engineer- 3,400 rare playing cards.
ing, and Mechanical Engineering,
Textile Chemistry, and Weaving
Architecture
and Designing, may be made at
Chemical Engineering
a later time in the college course.
Civil Engineering
The major courses in each
Electrical Engineering
School at Clemson are indicated
Mechanical Engineering
below:
School of General Science
General Science
School of Agriculture
Pre-Medical
Agronomy
Pre-Professional
Animal Husbandry
School of Textiles
Agricultural Economics
Textile Engineering
Dairy
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
Entomology
Weaving and Designing
Horticulture
School of Vocational Education
Pre-Forestry
Vocational Agricultural Education
Agricultural Engineering
Education (Teaching of Science)
School of Chemistry
Industrial Education
Chemistry
Textile Industrial Education
School of Engineering

ter will tell you that Eureka has
a much more important meaning
than ever Archimedes intended
it to have, but that it still has
to do with finding something.
OSCAR SAYS

that Bag Murphy seemed quite
elated after he discovered that
the
Senior
Council's bylaws
didn't apply in the City By The
Sea.
OSCAR SAYS

--that Alien Perez seems definitely to be losing ground with
little Nell despite the Spring
Weather and all.
OSCAR SAYS

—that his last illusion crashed
the other night when he happened to be passing Charley Farmer's room just as a happy gentlemen walked out smacking his
lips and smelling of the cup that
queers.
OSCAR SAYS

—that since Rat Ferg's departure from these parts Fred Hutto has been elected president of
the exclusive Perk Klub, with
Hob Lee and Mac Folger holding down the other offices.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers

eral Rehabilitation Program; Twenty Grads
Employed

According to G. H. Aull, director, there are nineteen Clemson
graduates of the fifty persons
employed in the local federal rehibilitation project.
The Clemson
graduates employed in the project are:
G. H. Aull, '19, director of
the project.
J. L. Carey, landscape architect.
C. W. Carter, Draftsman
J. J. Cromer, payroll unit
S. B. Earle, Jr., Architect
L. E. Hendricks, farm management
,
W. T. Linton, development
engineer
P. D. Schumacher, game technician
,
Earle Sloan, asst. architect.
W. H. Aull, A. iD. Chapman,
and S. W. O'Dell, labor supervisors.
W. H. Shull, A. W. Beach, Ray
Black, Al Yarbrough,
T.
B.
Earle, surveyor
J. K. Hope, and W. D. Allen,
erosion control.
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Remember HER on EASTER with CANDY

Just received a wonderful assortment of
Beautiful EASTER CANDIES
Select yours now—We will wrap it for mailing
Norris — Hollingsworth — Schrafft's
See Our Display

EASTER NOVELTIES

EASTER CARDS
TELEPHONE engineers had to find a way to stop gray
squirrels gnawing holes in the lead sheath of telephone cables. Even a tiny hole may let in moisture—short
circuit the wires—and put a number of telephones out of
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The Official College Book and Supply Store
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service temporarily.
Many ideas were tried, but the squirrels gnawed on.
Finally the cables were painted with black asphaltum and
sprinkled with sand. The gnawing stopped.
Not a major engineering problem, to be sure. But thousands of strange little problems, too, have been solved to
assure you the world's most reliable telephone service.

Why not call your folks more often?
For lowest rates to most points, call
station-to-station after 7 P. M. daily
or any time Sunday.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM!
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FEDERAL OFFICIALS j Vocational And Industrial Education REQUIREMENTS ARE Neely Singles Out
School Offers Professional Courses
PRESENT RESEARCH
GIVEN BYREGISTRAR Baseball Hopefuls
School Of Education Is The
Early Enrollment Is Urged Varsity Diamondeers Catch.
In College;
LARGER
INCREASE
IN
DATAJOFARK Youngest
Stiff Work-out During
By Registrar Metz; Many
Washington Is Dean
Past Weeks
Have Already Applied
Experiment Station And ExENROLLMENT
NOTED
While the School of Education
tension Division Operate
Applications for admission to
is one of the youngest in the
in Conjunction With
College
ESTABLISHED IN 1886
It is largely through the Clemson College Research Units that
the present agricultural status
has attained. These units known
as the South Carolina Experiment Stations and the Extension
Division of the Experiment Stations, both of which have headquarters at Clemson College. The
Experiment Station has as its
principal object the
research
problems of the state relating to
the agricultural principals and
practices of the state. The results obtained from the experiments and research are in turn
placed in the hands of the farmers and agricultural leaders of
the state through the work of
•the Extension Service.
Established in 1886
In December 1886, the general
assembly of the South Carolina
legislative body met in Columbia
and passed an act to establish
the South Carolina Agricultural
Farms and Stations which provided for the establishment of
two experimental farms to be
known as the "South Carolina
Experimental Stations" the object of which shall he to determine the capacity of new plans
for acclimation, the manuriali
values of fertilizers and compost,
testing the purity and vitality o"
seeds, examining weeds, grasses,
and other plants, investigating
the growth requirements
and
comparative values of different crops, studying the economical production of milk and butter, and conducting such other
tests, investigations, and experiments as may bear upon the
questions connected with either
the science or the practice of
agriculture."
Accepting the bequest of Thomas G. Clemson in December
1889, the South Carolina Legislature established Clemson Agricultural and Mechanical College
and specified that the South Carolina Experiment Station, supported by federal funds be established at Fort Hill (now Clemson) as a part of the new college to be built under the bequest. The South Carolina Experiment Station is organized in
accordance with the provisions
of the general assembly of the
state and in line with the provisions of other states. It is an
intregal division of Clemson College, its units being subject-matter departments cooperating with
one another, and the whole is
in charge of a director of research, who is responsible to the
president of the college and the
college board of trustees. The
departmental chiefs are specialists in their respective fields of
work and are responsible to the
directors.

college, it is also one of the
most important and the fact that
it is contributing mere male high
school teachers to the public
school system of South Carolina
indicated definitely the value of
the courses offered.
Dean W. H. Washington, a
graduate of Clemson whose advance scholastic
work
shows
study at Iowa .State, Georgia
Tech and Peabody College, is
head of this department.
The function of the Education
School is to give students suffi
cient training to enable them to
secure immediate teaching positions upon graduation from col-

The enrollment
of Clemson
College has increased twenty-two
per cent during the past year
and thirty-seven per cent during the past two sessions of the
college. The total enrollment
for 1935-193 6 amounts to 1535
students compared with 1262 in
1934-1935 and 1120 in 19331934.
The enrollment of Clemson has
maintained a steady growth since
the opening of the college when
444 students registered. The enrollment increased to 65 2 in
1905-1906, 802 in 1915-1916,
1032 in 1925-1926, and to 1535
in 1935-1936, which is the largest enrollment in the history of
the institution.
Every county in the state is
well represented at Clemson as is
shown by the following summary of enrollment by counties
and states for the 1935-1936
session.
SENIORS REFUSE DIPS
BEARING NAME OF Y

Clemson should be sent to the
Registrar's Office. A large number of reservations have already
been made for the 19 36-1937
session, and applications are being received daily.
High school students interested in entering Clemson for the
coming session should apply for
reservation to G. E. Metz, Registrar. A complete statement of
the applicant's high school record should be submitted by the
principal or superintendent as
soon as the student completes
his high school course.
Entrance Requirements
The requirements for admission to Clemson include the completion of a four-year course of
study in an accredited
high
school with a total of at least
fifteen units. Of the units required for admission, at least
three must be in English, two
and one-half in mathematics, and
two in social science.
High school students desiring application blanks, copies of
the college catalog, or general
information of interest to prospective students should write to
the Registrar's Office, Clemson
College, Clemson, South Carolina.

NEW STARS SHINE

With the termination of spring;
football drills, Coach Jess Neely
bas been able to focus his attention on the Clemson baseball
nine, and has been putting th»
varsity candidates through stiff
workouts for the past few days
in an effort to have them in condition for the opening clash with
Michigan State here on March 30.
Bright Prospects
Prospects are bright for tha
Bengals to retain
their State
crown with only three of last
year's regulars
missing.
The
ability of the pitching staff to
come through will probably decide whether they will repeat again this season, as the necessarybatting punch is in evidence, theTigers boasting, undoubtedly, the
best hitting team in the state.
However, Bill Croxton, a holdover who won six and lost two
last year, will be on hand with
his fast ball and will get the
starting call along with Ed Heap
and Jeff Underwood. Heap sawconsiderably service his sophomore year but stayed out of
school last year. He possesses
a good fast ball and curve and
should go places this spring. Underwood, a sophomore, has been
coming along and may make the
grade. He has good control and
is a hard hitter, batting from
the port side. Crosby and "Tiger" Flowers, a midget fire-baller,
have been receiving attention and
may come through as
relief
hurlers.
Outfield Competition
The outer garden is well taken
care of with the return of Randy
Hinson, Clyde Pennington, and
Harry Shore, regulars last season. However, Bob Heyward, a
newcomer, may oust one of them
from his position. Heyward and
Hinson are both good hitters and
are dangerous on the base paths.

DEAN CALHOUN TALKS
Cleveland, Ohio, (APC)—UnOVER STATION WAIM
less school authorities remove
mention of the Young Men's
Dean F. H. H. Calhoun of the
Christian Association from Senn
College diplomas, no senior will School of Chemistry and Geology
pay the ten dollars graduation appeared on the daily Clemson
fee this year, class spokesmen College program delivered over
Station WAIM in Anderson today
warned last week.
Dean Calhoun used as his subBecause Fenn is incorporated
with the YMCA, said President ject "Science Brevities," and aC. V. Thomas, it would be ille- mong the more important topics
gal to have the words removed. discussed in his talk was that of
W. H. WASHINGTON
Separate incorporation of Senn tornadoes
and cyclones—thenlege.
Last summer found the College, independent of the YM origin, cause and the possible
Education faculty looking
for CA was suggested as the only damages that may be caused by
them.
men to fill a heavy demand for solution.
jobs rather than seeking jobs for
their graduates.
All of the 1935 graduates who
desired positions in the teaching
profession were placed.
Since
January of this year seven men,
near enough to graduation to
complete their requirements at
summer school, have accepted
positions and are now teaching
in South Carolina, North Carolina and Tennessee.
It is in the field of teaching
that the students are given actual experience before receiving
their
diplomas.
Every
year
alloy-steel that contains 13%*
FORD quality goes far below
several sections of the Education
juniors and seniors
conduct
chromium, 13% nickel and
the surface. It is built into
classes in various high schools
of this section.
This practical
2% silicon. This unusually
everypartof the car—in those
experience combines with the
high alloy content increases
things you see and those that
theoretical classroom work to
turn out a goodly number of
resistance to heat—insures
are hidden. We say it with
competent teachers each spring.
Courses are offered in agriculmore efficient, economical
assurance—because it has
tural education, industrial education, textile industrial education
performance and longer life.
been the experience of so
and the teaching of such high
Intake valves, as well as
many millions of drivers—
school sciences as biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics and
exhaust valves, are made of
that many months after your
the social sciences.

It costs us more to build
a car like this
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MAGNESIUM LIMESTONE
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COT
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(Write for Information)

American Limestone Company
GENERAL BUILDING

College Has Shown Steady
Growth Since Foundation
In 1893; Statistics
Given

first ride you will still be saying—"I'm glad I bought a
Ford."
The Ford Motor Company
is not content with ordinary
specifications for materials.
Its own standards of quality
for many important parts are
considerably higher than
usually accepted standards.
Ford valves are an example
of this extra value. They are
made of a nickel-chrome

FORD

this more expensive steel in
the Ford V-8. It is one of
several good reasons why the
Ford engine is singularly free
of valve troubles.
It costs us more to build a
car like this — yet the price
of the Ford V- 8 remains low.
Ford manufacturing methods
save many dollars for Ford
owners — and bring fine-car
quality within the reach of
every one who drives.

MOTOR

COMPANY
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Clemson's Four New Dormitory Units

FUTURE VETERAN'S
WAR ASSOCIATIONS
EING ESTABLISHED
Princeton Bull-session Remarks Cause Nation-wide
Disturbances On Many
Campuses
LEADERS DEBATE
New York—(ACP) Repercussions of a quiet remark dropped
in a Princeton bull-session swept
the country last week aa the
latest of the bonus-seeking organizations, the Veterans of Future Wars, established chapters
on more than sixty campuses and
embarked on a program variously hailed as delightful, valuable
and "unpatriotic."

Syracuse Opposes TIGER OIAMONDEERS
Peace Movements

LOSE TWO GAMES

President's Advice CORNELL DELEGATES
Offered To Frosh

Vice Chancellor Graham De(Continued from page one) »
clares One Peace OrGeorgia
Bulldogs
Defeat
and realize the changes
that
ganization Is Enough
Tigers In Two Succeshave been and will be wrought.
sive Encounters
Brute strength no longer counts.
STUDENTS SUPPORT
Trained intelligence, deepened inTROUTMAN PITCHES
sight, and enlightened conscience
Syracuse, N. Y. (ACP)—Beaccomplish more than masses ot
cause "it is not in accord with
Industry is deThe Clemson baseball nine brute force.
the plans already made by a recognized organization
on the dropped both games of a two manding more intelligence both
campus," Syracuse University's game series to the Georgia Bull- on the farm and in the shop.
are giving way to
administration has barred estab- dogs here last Friday and Satur- "HIands"
lishment of a chapter of the A- day afternoons by the scores of "Brains;" initiative is taking the
place of routine; new vocations
6-0 and 8-3.
merican Student Union here.
call daily; and old jobs are supFirst Game
In a brief
statement Vice
John Troutman, Bengal hurl- planted by new. The gear must
Chancellor William P. Graham
declared that since a campus er, limited the Athens crowd to be shifted, and intelligence helps
peace organization already has five hits; however he did not re- the shift. Boys realize this durfielding ing the war, and after the war
'been set up by the student sen- ceive the hitting and
ates there is no need for another support from his teammates. A they flocked to the colleges in
cold wind handicapped the play- unprecedented numbers.
group.
Clemson College is an Agriing
ability of the teams, and the
The decision was made after
Syril Gerber, field secretary of game was eventually called at cultural and Mechanical college
and seeks to train a student in
the Student Union, declared be- the end of the seventh inning.
"Red" Pritchett, Tiger
first accuracy through mathematical |
fore a group of students that his
organization would support a na- sacker, captured hitting honors subjects; in promptness through]
tion wide "peace strike" on April with a single and a double in the military department; in obthree trips to the plate. Wagnow servation through the natural
22.
of Georgia hit a homer in the sciences; in citizenship through
social studies and related subfirst with one man aboard.
jects; and in making a life and a
Second Game
living through technical training.
Staging a five run seventh inning rally, the Georgia Bulldogs
TO WINTHROP
WILLIAMS ANNOUNCES
broke a 3-3 tie to defeat the
PUBLICATION OF BOOK
and Vicinity
Clemson nine for the second
straight time last Saturday, 8-3.
See FRED DUNLAP
B. O. W]illiams, rural socoloAnderson started the rally by
tripling to bring in two men. gist, has received announcement
ROOM 888
Heyward, with two singles, led of the publication of the first
the Tiger batters.
volume of a new journal titled
Rural Sociology. This is a quarterly publication issued
under
the auspices of the rural sociology section of the
American
socialogical society and is sponsored by the Louisiana . Sta-.e
University and published at Baton Rouge.
This journal will
furnish a source of publication
for scientific study in the field
of rural sociology and agriculture in general.

Easter Flowers

Compliments of

CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
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Clemson Uniforms are Made By]
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NEW SLACKS at
HOKE SLOAN'S
SEE GOOD STYLED WHITE SHOES $3 to $5
REIGEL SHIRTS in Plain and Fancy Colors
BOTANY WOOL TIES
Hickock White Belts

INTERWOVEN SOCKS
Balfour Jewelry

Best Merchandise for the Least Money
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ATTENDJAZI MEET

Students Protest As University President Sends Two
Students To German
Celebration
PRINCETON PASSED
Ithaca, N. Y.—(APC) Despite
undergraduate protest and adverse criticism from The Cornell
Daily Sun, student newspaper,
President Livingston S. Farrand
has announced that Cornell will
send two representatives to the
550th birthday celebration of the
University of Heidelberg this
summer.
Dr. Farrand said he
did not regard an "exchange of
courtesies" between the two institutions as involving an expression of
judgment on German policies in government or
education.
Distinguished alumnus Hendrik Willem Van Loon expressed
a different view in two telegrams
sent The Sun. Participation by
Cornell in the celebration would
be "an insufferable insult" to the
university's founder, he declared.
Van Loon Irked
Van Loon's letter asserted that
"the Germans, being free, white
and twenty-one, are of course
entitled to any sort or form of
government that happens
to
please their Teutonic fancy, and
it is none of our business to
what lengths they may go in offending the decent opinion t>f
the rest of mankind"But it seems incredible," he
continued, "that Hitler's bright
boys would care to associate with
representatives of a university
founded by that eminently broadminded Quaker, Ezra Cornell."
Princeton Not Irked
Opinion at Princeton, passed
up by the Nazis, seemed to be
that the university had missed
nothing but a headache.

"Because it is customary to
pay bonuses before they
are
due," said the manifesto
announcing the birth of the organization, "the Veterans of Future
Wars demand immediate payment plus three per cent interest
compounded annually from June
1, 1965, backward to June 1,
1935." Payment now, the manifesto emphasized, would "lift the
country out of the depression"
and enable beneficiaries to enjoy
the money before they lost their
lives.
Auxiliary Too
Hardly had the future veterans elected officers when the first
chapter of an auxiliary society,
the Association of Gold
Star
Mothers of Veterans of Future
Wars was formed at Vassar. Indignant outbursts followed, and
the name was changed to the
"Ladies Auxiliary of Future Veterans.'' Loudest in denunciation,
of course, were the other veterans' groups.
Success Insured
The VFW's announced intention of establishing a chapter in
every college in America seemed
likely to succeed. Harvard, Williams,
Union,
Pennsylvania,
Georgetown, Stanford.
Georgia
Tech, Southern Methodist, Connecticut College for Women, New
York University, Chicago,
the
University of Wisconsin,
and
Washington University
of St.
Louis were quick to get in on
the band wagon, with
others
coming fast.
Mrs. Mathilda Burling, president of the New York
State
Chapter of Gold Star Mothers,
called the movement "unpatriotic and ill-mannered," and Jamea
E. Van Zandt, commander of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, said
the students were "too yellow
to go te war." The future veterans replied that Mr. Van Zandt
was a Red, challenged him to debate.
A self-appointed
strong-arm
squad of athletes attempted to
prevent formation of a VFW
chapter at Rice Institute, Texas,
with a barrage of mud-balls and
cries of "Communists!" but were
successfully repulsed.

New Agricultural Building
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From The Press Box
By Bob Cheves
Well, at last the Tiger teams
have gotten into action, so perhaps we will have some interesting news for you readers from
now on.
Baseball
If you can figure what's wrong
with our baseball nine, you are
better than we are. All we knowis that there is something lacking, but what it is, we are yet
to learn.
Naturally, we don't
expect them to be "world beaters," but we did think they
would make a better showing
than they did in their opening
encounters.
We thought the
pitching department would be of
the best, but so far the hurlers
havent been showing up as well
as they have in the past. Our
hitters haven't found their batting eye yet either, as there are
only four who have an average
over .200. Ten errors in the
opening game will show you that
the boys have been kinda erratic, too.
Of course, we don't
want to start howling so early
in the season, but we do want
the boys to get working and
show some of our state friends

that they can play ball.
We
believe that the team will settle
down, though, as soon as all of
the kinks are ironed out, and
have a club that will compete
with the best. We are backing
them to the limit.
Track
Although, the track team lost
its first meet to Georgia Tech,
we believe that we are going to
have a team that will make our
rivals sit up and take notice. The
squad is
well-balanced and
should improve tremendously as
the season rolls along. We fully agree with ''Scoop" Latimer
of the Greenville News that the
Tigers will again capture the
State crown this year.
Basketball
With three regulars missing
from last season's team, Coach
Davis has started spring basketball practice in an effort to find
some newcomers who will replace Spearman,
Brown,
and
Pennington, Inc. There's plenty
of material on hand, depending
on your definition of material.
Some of the lankiest and huskiest fellows we've ever seen in

COURT GAME LOSES
JUMP IN WISCONSIN

Roosevelt Honored
]y Rollins College

Stevens Point, Wis.— (ACP)
Coaches of the Wisconsin State
Teachers College basketball con- Degree Of Doctor Of Literature Conferred Upon Naference, in a meeting at the
Teachers College here, abolished
tion's Chief; First Lady
the center jump in conference
Also Honored
court games next season.
Anticipating a like change in
IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY
rules by the national basketball
rules committee, the coaches aWinter Park, Fla.—(ACP) —
dopted regulations which
will In an impressive ceremony markput the ba'l in play by center ed by praise for his past efforts,
jump at the beginning of each and a "pledge of our faith in
half, but at other times under the laws yet to be drafted, in
the basket of the team scored State papers yet to be written,"
upon.
Rollins College conferred the
Doctor of Literature degree upon President Roosevelt/last month
uniform may be seen dribbling, Mrs. Roosevelt was also honored
pivoting, and shooting in the by the college.
Field House every night. SeverDeclaring that critics of his
al players from last winter's Rat policies are invariably motivated
club are producing the goods, by group interests, instead of
and there are quite a few un- striving for the good of the
knowns.
"Hungry"
Bryce'p whole nation, President Roosebrother has plenty of form and velt pleaded for the "good neighshould make the grade. Miller bor" policy.
and Douglas, who shoot from
'Social and political methods
unorthodox positions, are com- must be changed continually, he
ing along, as well as some of the said, else they grow stagnant,
reserves of last year. Mark our and added: ''Yet growth and
words, don't be surprised at progress invariably and inevitwhat combination Coach Davis ably are opposed, bitterly, falsewill finally decide on.
ly and blindly opposed."

POPE IS SIGNED FOR
JUNIOR-SENIOR BALL
(Continued from page one) »
for their hop, the Junior class
has obtained one of the mostpopular dance orchestras in this
section of the country. Featuring the torch singing of vivacious Dixie Lee Southern, Pope's
band has rapidly risen to the
forefront among the
better
known
musical
aggregations.
Since making its initial bow in
southern territory at the Hotel
Charlotte a short while ago, the
orchestra, as the result of a series of engagements, gained much
favor
in
southern
collegiate
dance circles.
Bob Popes Recording Artists are rapidly becoming noted throughout the nation due to their frequent radio
broadcasts over the
Columbia
network and their innumerableVictor recordings, recent statistics revealing that the band's
recordings are becoming the Victor company's best sellers.
tractive women get the nice little
things and the unattractive ones:
get the nice big things in this
world.—Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.

for Digestion's sake... smoke Ca
Smoking Camels a Pleasant Way to Promote Digestion
The nervousness induced by our modern life often affects digestion. The
mental effort—the physical rush—the
worry and tension—all slow down the
flow of the digestive fluids. Smoking
Camels acts to restore and increase the
natural and necessary flow of the digestive fluids.
Modern scientific research, based on
Pavlov's great work on digestion, defi-

nitely confirms the fact that Camels
encourage good digestion in this
pleasant way. As you enjoy Camel's
superb mildness — a mildness that is
never flat or tiresome — you feel
cheered and comforted. And experience a delightful "lift." Camels set
you right! Enjoy them as much as you
like. Camels do not tire your taste or
frazzle your nerves.

CoDyrieht, 1936, E. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem. N. C
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